Instructor Name
Ldy Sarah of
Bordermarch

Class Title
Tea for Teens

Lynn Parrish

Chivalry 101

Brynjólfr inn Réttr

Iron Age Fire Starting

HL Jeanne-Marie la
Verriere

War Hair - Practical
Hairdressing for Ladies while
at War

HL Katalina Ana de
Salamanca

Digital Research Basics

HL Olyeg the Quiet

Sarah

Firebuilding Part 1: Ignition
Through the Ages
Firebuilding Part 2: Building the This largely lecture class will cover purpose-built
Right Fire
fires for light, warmth, cooking, etc. We will also
cover some challenges that arise when building a
fire and how to overcome them.
Posament -- Viking Metal
Hands-on. Come learn how to craft posament -- a
Knotwork
type of decorative trim found in Birka graves. These
Celtic knotwork-looking designs will add authenticity
to any Norse outfit. You'll learn
Heraldry for non-heralds
lecture to discuss basics of creating a device/coat of
arms for thsoe who do not understand the terms
used in heraldry
Asian Bamboo Flute Making
The history and construction of period 6-hole Asian
Bamboo side blown flutes.
Morning Yoga & Tai Chi
Get a good stretch before a busy day at War.

HL Aibhilin inghean
Daibhidh

Introduction to Improv and
Improv Games

HL Olyeg the Quiet

Lairde Hextilda Corbett
and

Lord Corbin de
huntyngfeld
Lord Nicholas Sutton

Class Description
My "Brief History of Tea" class covering the history,
cultivation, processing, and preparation of teas (and
tasting) as a hands-on class. We will make chai tea
(with milk and spices) from scratch while tasting
other teas.
Hands on

Iron Age fire starting with the flint and steel method
using a striker designed for the task and a knife as
an improvised striker. I also plan to show how to
make char, proper fire lays and using natural
materials to create tinder.
Tired of ponytails and french braids being your only
options while at large camping events? Tired of
frizzy fringe or limp locks? This class will show you
some hairdressing basics, both modern and period,
to help you look and feel your best. If you have a
rattail comb, a few products, and are willing to put
forth the effort, you can achieve enviable war hair
easily! Join us :)
This lecture is designed to help people who want to
do more historical research online, but don't know
where to start. Let's figure out what you're looking at
on the Internet.
Hands-on

Get comfortable performing by learning the basics of
improv by playing fun improvised games with the
group (like “Whose Line is it Anyway”). Improv skills
can help your bardic or theater performance and are
helpful for anyone who needs to speak in front of a
group!

Prerequisites/ Please
bring
Boiling water will be
present, so appropriate
clothing for kitchen work
is necessary.

Class Size
Limit
Class Length Class Fee
6 1 hour
donations
accepted

10 1 hour

Age Limit
Age 9+
with
instructor
approval
Teen focused
class
Age 16+
(Adult)

none

none

1 hour

None

Please bring note taking
materials/ camera.

10+

1 hour

$3 for
Age 13+
handout; 10
packets will
be available

Bring a pen

10 1 hour

Age 13+

None

10 1 hour

none

Age 13+

A basic understanding of
fire building will make
things easier

10 1 hour

none

Age 13+

6 1 hour

None

None

No loose sleeves
Bring a towel or mat if
you have one.

$15 Age 13+

1-2 hours
None
depending on
size of class
8 2 hours

none

1 hour

none

2 hours

donations
accepted

Age 13+

$2 Age 13+
No age
limit
Age 13+

Class Size
Limit
Class Length Class Fee

Age Limit

Learn the basics of this comedic style of improv
theater from 16th century Italy. In Commedia,
actors play 'stock' characters (based on stereotypes,
like the “miser”) and improvise their lines based on
scene descriptions. Learn about the characters and
history, and try your hand at a scene!

none

2 hours

Age 13+

Join us in song! Learn and rehearse music for the
Kingdom choir - all are welcome! Bring the music if
you can (available at
https://sites.google.com/view/ansteorrachoir) but we
will have extra copies available for new members!

Bring your own copies of none
the music if possible
https://sites.google.com/v
iew/ansteorrachoir

1 hour

Age 9+
with
instructor
approval

Sturdy shoes and
clothing you can easily
move in.

No limit

One hour

A drum any type

none

1 hour

0 Age 13+

Bring your instrument

none

1 hour

0

Instructor Name

Class Title

Class Description

HL Aibhilin inghean
Daibhidh

Introduction to Commedia
dell’Arte

HL Aibhilin inghean
Daibhidh

Ansteorra Choir Rehearsal

HL Alanna a'Becket

Dabke - the line dance of the
Middle East

Dabke combines circle dance and line dancing and
is widely performed at weddings and other joyous
occasions throughout the Middle East. This class will
be a hands-on dance class that will cover the basic
steps of the 6-count dabke, will include a brief
lecture on the history of dabke and then dance,
dance, dance.
HL Biatrichi di Palermo
Drumming for Western Music Learn the 6 drum modes and how to drum for early
music
HL Biatrichi, HL Ceara
Middle Eastern Songs for Hafla We will be teaching you to play the Hafla songs that
night
HL Rónán Fionn O'Dubain I Can't Even! - Writing Skaldic Hands on class where each person will write a
Poetry for Beginners
skaldic poem with guidance from the instructor.
Lady Delilah Alaniz
Performance anxiety and how Learn different ways to make yourself less scared to
to deal with it
perform at bardic circles or competitions.
Bringing out Your Inner Bard!- An introductory to intermediate class on performing,
Performing Arts in the Modern developing a
Middle Ages
repertoire, finding performance venues, and
beginning and progressing
our bardic journey in the SCA
Mistress Isabella della
Dance on the lawn
Lets dance. European dance quick teach dancing.
Rosa
Short ball list dancing if time permits.
Mistress Simone Valery la Middle Eastern (Belly) Dance intro to foundational middle eastern (belly) dance
Rousse
for Beginners
moves that are common to most styles of middle
eastern/belly dance
HL Annais de
Nalbinding the Easy Peazy
Hands On
Montgomerie
Way

Prerequisites/ Please
bring

Multiple sheets of paper
and pencil/pen
Bring something to take
notes or at least a
pen/pencil

Lord Nicholas Sutton

Free

10 2 hours

N/A

20 1hour

None

10 1 hour

No prerequisites.

None

1 hour

Dress comfortably for
body movement

none

1 hour

None needed. You may
bring your own wool yarn
and needle.

8 2 hours

Age 13+

Age 18+
(Adult)
Age 18+
(Adult)
Age 9+
with
instructor
approval

None

Age 13+
No age
limit

$5.00, if you Age 13+
need
supplies;
free if you
bring your
own

Prerequisites/ Please
bring

Class Size
Limit
Class Length Class Fee

Instructor Name

Class Title

Class Description

HL Biatrichi di Palermo

Salvaging fabric from the
Storm

HL Elene Kirchenknopf

German Pleatwork - Pattern
darning through pleats

Did you have items in two weeks of fetid water
None
thinking you would have to throw it all out? Never
fear Bia is here to show you how to salvage your
garb and. hours worth of sewing.
This class will be a hands on teaching how to
pattern darn over pleats for German hemds, aprons,
and shirts.

Lady Eireann Hviturhrafn

Advanced Naalbinding Telemark Stitch

Tired of doing the same old stitches in Naalbinding?
Come learn a new and different stitch to spice up the
look of your Naalbinded items. It's a great stitch to
use with thinner yarns as this stitch is more dense.
This class is for those that already know how to
naalbind and not a beginner's class.

Lord Mihály Takács

Intro to Weaving on a
Floor/Table Loom

New to weaving? Want to find ways to improve your something to sit on
weaving? Join us as we go over the parts of the
loom, best practices for warping the loom, and
weaving for best result. Advanced weaver? Join us.
Different perspecites on how and why we weave the
way we do can benefit us all. To save time, some
parts will be hands-on and other parts, discussion.

5 active /
unlimited
observers

1 hour

0 Age 13+

Lord Mihály Takács

Identifying and fixing errors in
your weaving

What do you call an advanced weaver who never
has errors? Answer: a myth. No matter how
experienced we are, we run into problems with our
warps. Join us as we go over ways to minimize the
errors and to fix them when they rear their ugly
heads. Advanced weavers most welcome. There
are so many ways things can go wrong :)

none

1 hour

0 Age 13+

Lord Mihály Takács

Free Weaving Time

Have questions about weaving? Want to practice
none
weaving with guidance or maybe just want to try out
a floor loom? Stop by anytime after my morning
classes.
Ever want to add shine to your garb and make it
Paper for notes, No loose
stand out? Explore the art of gilding! We will discuss sleeves
various techniques to apply precious metal as well
as provide more cost friendly options that
accomplish a similar 'look' using several types of
paint.
This class is both a lecture and a demonstration and if time allows class participation - so please
dress accordingly.

Mistress Behiye bint
Gilding and More!
Kismet and HL Simha bint
Yusuf

none

1 Hour

10 1 hour

Prerequisite - basic
none
naalbinding skills please.
Not a beginner class.
BRING - a smooth (not
fuzzy or artsy) basic
weight (not thick) yarn.
And your favorite
naalbinding needle.

Some knowledge of
weaving helpful but not
necessary.

1 hour

Age Limit

None

Age 16+
(Adult)

$5 Age 6+
with
supervisio
n
No age
limit

N/A

20 1 hour

Free / none

Age 9+
with
instructor
approval
Age 13+

Prerequisites/ Please
bring

Class Size
Limit
Class Length Class Fee

Instructor Name

Class Title

Class Description

Mistress Charla Noel du
Lac

Open Fiber Pavilion

Mistress Charla Noel du
Lac
Mistress Willoc mac
Muiredaig

Rolled Hem for the Beginner

Share your arts and knowledge or learn from others
present in the open fiber arts pavilion. Bring your
fiber arts projects and your chair to our all day
(Saturday) sharing of fiber arts located at the end of
the BFT.
Learn to make a rolled hem on a hankie or veil
Please bring scissors, if
you have them.
This is a hands-on class. Come dye an egg, a hank No loose sleeves of yarn, a bit of cloth, or a handful of wool. We will working over an open
be using kitchen-safe mordants and dyes, and just campfire. Bring your own
having fun.
fiber (no more than 2 oz
per pot), or donate a bit
to use some of mine.

Countess Tessa

Roman Recipe Prep

Quail, asparagus, eggs. Hands on. Spoon sample
tastings available. Persons who would like a mid-day
serving of each as a meal, please, a donation.

10 1 hour

Lady Sarah of
Bordermarch

A Brief History of Tea (same
as last year)

An introduction to tea cultivation, processing, and
preparation with the opportunity to sample a number
of different teas. This class was popular last year at
BAM, so we'll be doing the same thing again.

10 1 hour

Mistress Willoc mac
Muiredaig

Camp Cooking: Small Game

Mistress Willoc mac
Muiredaig

Camp Cooking for the Nearvegetarian

This is a hands-on class. This class will explore a
variety of ways to cook "small game" based on
period sources - everything from fish to small fowl,
and possibly rabbit. We will explore spit-roasting,
coal baking, stewing - and possibly some other
methods. Participants will leave with portions from
each of the recipes to enjoy for dinner or share with
their camp.
The class size limit is for individuals, or a pair
working together - register the morning of the class.
Volunteer dish-washers are always welcome at the
end of class.
This is a hands-on class. This class will explore a
variety of ways to cook near-vegetarian (we will
discuss the options of dairy, eggs, fish, meat broths,
and different grain preparations) based on and
adapted from period sources. Participants will
leave with portions from each of the recipes to enjoy
for dinner or share with their camp.
The class size limit is for individuals, or a pair
working together - register the morning of the class.
Volunteer dish-washers are always welcome at the
end of class.

Camp Kitchen Dyes

none

Age Limit

10am to 4pm none

5 1 hr
None.
Handouts
limited to
12.

1 hour

none
$3 donation No age
asked for
limit
fiber

$3 for a midday serving
of each as a
meal
donations
accepted

Age 18+
(Adult)

Age 18+
(Adult)

No loose sleeves - we will
be cooking over an open
fire.

5 3 hours

$20 Age 6+
with
supervisio
n

No loose sleeves working over an open
campfire

8 3 hours

$10 Age 6+
with
supervisio
n

Prerequisites/ Please
bring

Class Size
Limit
Class Length Class Fee

Instructor Name

Class Title

Class Description

HL Elena Wyth

Parchment Preparation

Learn how to evaluate and prepare parchment for
Bring C&I supplies if you
calligraphy and illumination. While the class will
have them. Limited
focus on the parchment created by the Ansteorran
supplies will be provided.
Parchment Project, we will also discuss commercial
materials. This class includes a hands-on
component of preparing an actual piece of
parchment for the student to illuminate.

10

1

Age 13+

HL Elena Wyth

Parchment: Pricking and
Pouncing

Bring C&I supplies if you
have them. Limited
supplies will be provided.

10

1

Age 13+

HL Elena Wyth

Parchment: Tips, Tricks, and
Troubleshooting

Learn the period technique of pricking and pouncing
– a method of image transfer that was used in many
areas of the arts. This class includes a hands-on
component of transferring an image to Ansteorran
Parchment prepared during the Parchment Prep
course.
You’ve got a piece of parchment ready for
illumination – now what? This class will provide tips
and tricks for painting and inking on parchment
surfaces, with special, hands-on focus on
completing the images transferred to Ansteorran
Parchment in the Pricking and Pouncing class.

Bring C&I supplies if you
have them. Limited
supplies will be provided.

10

1

Age 13+

Master Biau-douz de la
Mere

Original Scroll and Text Design Hands on and participatory class designing,
of the Viking Age
composing, and and lettering scrolls in the genre of
the Viking Age using the Book of Kells, Durrow, &
Lindisfarne as our muse.

Ansteorran College of
Heralds

Heraldic Decision Meeting

THL Olyeg the Quiet

Gleann Abhann Foresters'
Interest Group

Bring a lamp (preferably
a magnifying lamp),
scribal writing board or
desk, pens, nibs, quills,
non-waterproof or gall
ink, ruler, pencil or stylus

Meeting of the College of Heralds to discuss the
latest internal letter submissions, to decide what to
send on to Laurel. Those with items currently in
submission, non-heralds, and heraldic groupies are
also welcome to attend!
A meet, greet, and chat about the goals and interest None
in starting a guild in Gleann Abhann

6 2.5 - 3 hours

none

no limit

Age 13+

1

1 hour

Age Limit

Age 13+

none

Age 13+

Instructor Name

Class Title

Class Description

Prerequisites/ Please
bring

Class Size
Limit
Class Length Class Fee

Age Limit

